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Asbestos Mouth was mastered
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: SELLING POINTS :: TRACK LISTING :

Set your minds to ‘boggled’… 
”Hoarder of Operations” plays out like a crazed vision of rock being torn apart and 
reassembled into a new, furiously chaotic and unrelentingly discordant beast... It’s notable 
too, how uninterruptedly enrapturing, these tracks are: even at their loosest and most 
deconstructed, they retain a passive, virile momentum, and there are points that begin to deconstructed, they retain a passive, virile momentum, and there are points that begin to 
feel almost psychedelic, where Trull’s repetitive, mystically atonal guitar lines mesh with 
the frenzied, syncopated grooving of Piechocki’s drum work.” - FECKING BAHAMAS

On their debut album “Asbestos Mouth” the band TERMS give equal weight 
to tightly composed precision and spontaneous discovery, weaving together 
bold new worlds where crunchy dissonant riffs and pulverant, skewed melodies 
collide and consort with syncopated thunderstorms of percussion.

Having served in acts such as Grand Ulena, Jitters andHaving served in acts such as Grand Ulena, Jitters and Yowie, TERMS
is much more than just the sum of its parts... It is an ever-evolving an 
aggregate of incalculable expression. 

“Danny Piechocki is ridiculous at drums." - GNARLAXX

“Guitarist Christopher Trull possesses the rare trifecta of unparallelled technique, 
endless creativity and excellent taste. He respects the instrument without 
succumbing to its pitfalls and pushes its sonic capabilities without the aid of effects." 
                                                                       - RIVERF                                                                       - RIVERFRONT TIMES

Manufactured on Demand
COMPACT DISC

in LIMITED EDITION Digipack

01.  Your Cutting Strokes Start To Heave
02.  Our Asbestos Mouths
03.  Rat Milk
04.  He Hid His Lies in the Bags Under His Eyes
05.  Botanist Tongue
06.  Hoarder Of Operations (album version)
07. 07.  The Cinematographer's Silver Band
08.  Termite Skyscrapers
09.  Long Dead Fog
10.  If I Become Sour...
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